Decreased Anxiety Level of MTs NW Perian Students Through Spiritual Therapy and Game Engineering Techniques
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ABSTRACT
Earthquake shocks that shook the island of Lombok with an M = 7.0 that occurred leaving very high anxiety for the victims. Hundreds of houses and important facilities were destroyed, at the epicenter. This incident makes every school child prefers not to go to school because of despair in seeing events that occur. Many complaints and sadness as if only they in this world who are victims. Anxiety level reduction activity was held for MTs NW Perian students who experienced things like the symptoms above, this triggered devotees to set a plan of what activities should be done when going to hold activities for MTs NW Perian students. The activities that will be carried out in this process are Opening, Fatihah and Sholawatunnahdlatain, Speeches by school principals and servants, Warming, Implementation of spiritual therapy and game play, relaxation, and closing which are held for 3 months. The desired goal in conducting trauma healing for MTs NW Perian students is to reduce the level of student anxiety, increase the low mentality of students in dealing with events, and improve students' mentality. Where the results do are Shiva who experience anxiety and severe stress experience increased memory and high awareness in dealing with problems that occur.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The earthquake in August 2018 shook the island of Lombok with a magnitude of 7.0 leaving trauma for victims who were worried about aftershocks. It also includes panic and anxiety, even resulting in stress due to loss of family and property. Thousands of houses and important facilities were destroyed, in the location of the epicenter. Natural disasters are one of the provisions of Allah S.W.T. which occurs in the universe (sunnatullah fi al-kaun) and is inseparable from the element of causality (causality) as one proof of His power. The commentators explain aspects of the causality of human sin and the occurrence of disasters and the correlation between human behavior with natural disasters. This article seeks to uncover the greatest natural catastrophe events in the history of mankind, especially during the times of the previous peoples, and the factors causing these disasters by analyzing the verses of the Qur'an related to the stories of previous peoples based on interpretations of the competent Mufassir scholars [1]. Lombok community, especially school children are very anxious and uneasy constantly so that it still tells a deep sadness. Apart from all that, students who are far from the epicenter have a very significant impact on the earthquake event. Where in a survey in one of the NW Madrasah located in the village of Perian LombokTimur district experienced stress and trauma as well as very high anxiety among students and teachers. However, in this PKM, the servants try to reduce anxiety by using a game play on Shiva MTs NW Perian, where all students look very scared, do not want to go to class and do not want to sleep at home, still relying on campsites in the fields and terrain that impact on the low level of health and mentality of student life[2][3].

In general, anxiety is a psychological and physiological state characterized by somatic, emotional and behavioral components [4], [5]. These components combine to create an uneasy feeling usually associated with anxiety, worry or fear. Anxiety is not always detrimental, because basically anxiety functions as a mechanism of self-control to stay alert to what will happen. However, if the level of anxiety is not controlled so that it has disrupted bodily activities, then it will obviously be very disturbing and can be detrimental. Anxiety in English is anxiety. In sports activities, anxiety is always present in a variety of things, including in every athlete. For example athletes feel afraid if they do not meet the expectations or demands of coaches, team managers, teammates, spectators and parties concerned. Anxiety as a state of stress without a clear cause and almost always accompanied by disorders of the
autonomic nervous system and disorders of digestion. Anxiety as a mental strain that is usually accompanied by a disorder of the body that causes the individual concerned feel helpless and experience fatigue because they always have to be in circumstance alert to unclear threats. Therefore, as a creature of God who is endowed with reason, it should be our duty to uncover what is in the Qur'an as a scientific signal for the advancement of science [6], [7] In play, children make choices, solve problems, communicate, and negotiate. They create imaginary events, practice physical, social and cognitive skills. When playing children can express and train emotions from the experiences and events they encounter every day. Through playing together and taking on different roles, children develop the ability to see things from the perspective of others and engage in the behavior of leaders or followers - behaviors that they will need when socializing as adults. Spiritual therapy is a therapy carried out by demonstrating activities that are nuanced in the Islamic religion, such as focusing on the creator, praying in order to eliminate the anxiety felt.

2. METHOD

Game plan

Game play is a form of play that can be competed between several groups so that the stress that is felt disappears with laughter in game play [8], [9]. The game play is: a) Each group makes jargon names on the group, b) Each group makes yells, c) each group makes marches in groups, d) each group makes jargon , yell yel and mars and be sung together in the presence of other kempetitor, e) each group is instructed to carry out the mandate for carrying waste water, f) each group uses holaho to slide without opening handrails, g) each groups put nails in bottles, h) each group arranges the height and length of the group, i) each group draws, listens to music, listens to songs and so on.

Spiritual Therapy

Spiritual therapy is a term known to many people. However, the term can mean different things to each person.[10], [11]. After holding games for students it is recommended to rest and unwind for 8 minutes due to too many games being implemented. Then the next activity is conducting spiritual therapy where anxiety participants are given religious reinforcement by giving religious lectures covering the main causes of earthquakes, landslides, and tsunamis. All who hear the lecture become pensive and understand the meaning of all the deeds done.

Relaxation

Relaxation is an effort to relax, not only the physical body, but also our mind [12], [13]. But relaxation is not meditation. Relaxation is a step to meditation. This relaxation can be done with the aim to calm down, harmonize what is in the individual, and eliminate the burden, so that it is more relaxed and comfortable.[14] The relaxation activities undertaken are stretching the legs , hands and body in a clean room so that it feels light in the process of implementation. Then 5 minutes after relaxation, the time to do inner relaxation, this is done by all participants closing their eyes, then focusing their thoughts and stones on Allah SWT.

Closing

Prayer is a form of appearing in a person in order to ask for what is desired by humans. Prayer also actually has essence as a means of communication. Namely communication between humans and their Lord which is very important in the arrival of the message and the fulfillment of a prayer [15], [16]. In closing, devotees pray together with all students and teachers, so that all doubts and motivations of all students return to normal as before the earthquake.

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

All of the above activities were carried out for 3 months from August to November 2018, where the results of the activities of reducing anxiety levels through spiritual therapy and game play were students who experienced severe anxiety and stress experienced increased memory and high awareness [17], [18]. In dealing with problems that occur, students are now beginning to be able to express all emotions and overflow to everyone in order to get the views of others, students begin to enter the classroom from floor 1 to floor 3, students learn quietly with the teacher who gives lessons, students have high spirits and courage in carrying out teaching and learning activities, [19], [20]. students do their own relaxation at home and even invite their parents, students able to strengthen and motivate each other among students at school even in the community in men in case of problems, students are able to understand how to be aware of earthquake disasters by doing some rescue techniques, students are no longer worried because all of them believe that something good will get a good reward.

Handling the decrease in anxiety level which is done through spiritual and games makes the students no longer worried because all of them believe that something good will get a good reward, students always rely only on the Divine ; [19], [21]. students do their own relaxation at home and even invite their parents. Students are able to strengthen and motivate each other among students at school even in the community in dealing with problems. Students are able to understand how to be aware of earthquake disasters by doing some techniques rescue. Students always do worship and keep closer to
Allah SWT, Students often warm up muscles so that the anxiety they face disappears.

4. CONCLUSION

students do their own relaxation at home and even invite their parents, students able to strengthen and motivate each other among students at school even in the community in men in case of problems, students are able to understand how to be aware of earthquake disasters by doing some rescue techniques, students are no longer worried because all of them believe that something good will get a good reward.
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